PROP EMPTY BOWLS 2021
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS!

I'VE BEEN PROP'd

Empty Bowls
A stronger community through giving
YOU’VE BEEN PROP'ED!

THE SEASON SEEMS LONG
THE AIR IS STILL COOL,
WE’VE KEPT SAFE AND DISTANT
...AS A RULE.
IT’S TIME TO SPREAD SUNSHINE
TO A NEIGHBOR BY LEAVING A GIFT
OF APPRECIATION BY THEIR DOOR.

#RandomActsofKindness
#PROPEB2021

Please keep the FUN going by following these directions:
1. Cut out and place the I've Been PROPed sign on your front door or in a visible window.
2. Download and make two copies of this note and sign.
3. Make up 2 treat bowls/bags/buckets of appreciation. Be creative!
4. Secretly and safely deliver to two neighbors.
CREATIVE IDEAS:

Here’s some inspiration! The purpose is to simply express kindness and acknowledge the importance of neighbors in a community.

GET THROUGH THE DAILY GRIND

- Mug, K-cups, Cookies, gift card to local coffeehouse

HAVE A SOUPER DAY

- Bowl/Mug, Can of Soup or Soup Mix, Cracker Sleeve
STAY CHILL

- Popcorn packets, candy, soda/H2O, redbox movie code

MUFFIN BUT TIME TO WISH YOU WELL

- Carrier w/ cover (these are at the dollar store!), homemade or pre bought muffins, ribbon